SUCCESS
STORY
CONATIVE creates Awareness and Consideration for a healthier
lifestyle with WITHINGS and CROSSMEDIA.

CROSSMEDIA is one of the largest networkindependent media agencies. More than 500
colleagues in Germany, the UK and the USA
develop individual communication and media
concepts for their clients with the aim of
guaranteeing the greatest possible
communication success.

As the European market leader in Connected
Health, WITHINGS has been developing
lifestyle products for better health for over 10
years. The product portfolio includes hybrid
smartwatches, activity trackers and Wi-Fi
scales, among others, which are used by
millions of people worldwide..

MISSION
Increasing brand awareness and consideration are the central
campaign goals. The hybrid smartwatch ScanWatch and the
smart Wi-Fi scale Body+ should be placed in the scope of the
target group and presented in detail. This is to be done in
attractive environments that match the brand. In addition,
high-quality traffic is to be generated on the two product
landing pages.

SOLUTION
A five-week campaign in CONATIVE's high-reach premium
network.
Two different formats are used: the Expand format to
attractively present the numerous USPs and features of the
products, and the Direct Clickout format to generate traffic
on the landing pages.
Using AI, the campaign is delivered to the health-conscious
target group of WITHINGS.

RESULT: CONATIVE PERSUADES WITH ACTIVE USER INTERACTIONS
▪ On average, users actively engage with the WITHINGS content for 45 seconds by attentively
following and interacting with the content presented in the Expand format.

▪ The excellent second click CTR of up to 22% in the Expand format and the CTR of 1.19% for the
Direct Clickout format demonstrate that CONATIVE sparks the interest of users, who then want to
engage more closely with the brand on the landing pages.

WITHINGS SECURES AWARENESS & CONSIDERATION
TEASER

Consideration campaigns are designed to attract
the attention and interest of users so that they
become more closely involved with the products.
With the Expand format, CONATIVE offers the
ideal advertising format to impressively convey
the numerous USPs of Connected Health
products. In addition to image and text elements,
the creatives also utilize an atmospheric video.
CONATIVE readers actively engage with the
content of the campaign, as impressively
demonstrated by KPIs such as the CTR and dwell
time. The direct clickout format also generates
additional, high-value traffic on the two landing
pages.

EXPAND-FORMAT

CONATIVE's artificial intelligence (AI) ensures
accurate, target-group-specific delivery. In the
course of the campaign, the performance was
once again significantly increased by the AI, which
was transparently displayed through the
automated transmission of daily updated
reportings.

CONATIVE FACTS
CONATIVE is an expanding "in-read"
advertising format that places a wide variety of
media content in the user's reading flow.
With AI-powered optimization technology
Momentum, multivariate creative optimization,
algorithms and neural networks are used to
achieve maximum campaign performance
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